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SMO AvS

 d  D -50°

+90°

 50-120 HP

SMO avs d D
150 - 225 42 cm [16,5”] 136 cm [53,5”]

No matter what the situation: 
a strong mulcher in any position.

external gearbox for 
large outrigging

floating mechanism 
to follow the contours 
of the ground

double linkage 
for special positioning

SMO avs is a very strong offsetting mower. 
It mulches grass and brush up to 7 cm [2.8“] in diameter. Hydraulic 

angling and hydraulic side shift make it possible to work in many different 
positions and situations. It is suitable for the maintenance of greenspace 

such as slopes, road sides, or of steep orchards and vineyards. 
As on all the SEPPI flail mowers, it is possible  

to adjust the height of cut and the degree of mulching.

features SMO avs

mulches grass and brush up to 7 cm [2,8”] Ø
working speed 1 - 5 km/h
ISO 3-point linkage cat. 2
safety breakaway FLEX-SAFETM standard
side shift hydraulic, to the right
positioning hydraulic from +90° to -50°
gearbox with freewheel 540 rpm
input shaft 1 3/8” Z=6
number belts ≤ 200 cm: 4, ≥ 225 cm: 5
adjustable hood with rubber flap
front protection metal flaps or chains
support roller, adjustable in height 5 cm [2”]
required hydraulic service fittings 2 double acting
standard rotor with flails ≤ 200: SMO, ≥ 225: SMW

side shift and angling

SMO avs
working 
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Y knives
OPT 030

#
roller

Ø mm [“]
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min-max

150 [59] 195 [77] 180 [71] 110 [43] 740 [1,630] 3.500 [7,720] 15 21 152 [6] 50-120
175 [69] 220 [87] 180 [71] 110 [43] 810 [1,790] 4.000 [8,820] 18 24 152 [6] 60-120
200 [79] 245 [96] 180 [71] 110 [43] 860 [1,900] 4.500 [9,920] 21 30 152 [6] 70-120
225 [89] 270 [106] 180 [71] 110 [43] 940 [2,070] 5.200 [11,465] 24 33 152 [6] 80-120

¹ The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.
² The minimum tractor weight is approximate and depends on many factors, such as tractor wheel width and length. More information in the safety instructions.

FLEX-SAFETM (standard)
Safety breakaway to prevent 

breakages on linkage. Articulated 
attachment frame allows dynamic 

flexation.

OPT options

058 PTO drive shaft  
with double wide angle

030 rotor with Y knives
192 belt cover on the right 
269 lateral support rollers Ø 160 mm [6”]
006 additional rubber front protection
162 chevrons for public roads


